Cabinet Duct System Templates

Use this template to cut the hole in the bottom of the cabinet and also for the hole in the bottom section of the Duct System.

The Primary Intention of this Template is to Properly Align the Hole in the Tubing with the Hole in the Bottom of the Cabinet (The exhaust hole).

Use the template just to begin the center hole – remove the template prior to cutting the hole so the template can be reused.

The hole by the orientation of this template should be centered vertically (top to bottom) on the tube. The vertical center point can also be identified by taking a simple measurement.

Use this Template to Cut the Holes for the Fan Units.

It may be preferable to separate these templates.

Use the template just to begin the center hole – remove the template prior to cutting the hole so the template can be reused.

The hole by the orientation of this template should be centered horizontally (side to side) on the tube. The horizontal center point can also be identified by taking a simple measurement and marking the centerpoint.